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I. INTRODUCl'IOO 

together I as well as why and how' they function. Implicit in these 

analyses is the 'conviction ~t they might not only contribute to our 

understanding of the nature and nodalities of organized crime, but can 

also be of' }:';"ractical use to enforcerrent agencies and legislators in the 

multi-faceted efforts to caribat organized criminal group activity: 

preveI?-tion, detection, prosecution, adjudication, protection of potential 

or actual victims; and incapacitation of offenders. In the present 

study: we' are attempting to examine ,organized cr:ure fran a perspective 

that draws on knowledge of the nature of closed political systems. 

0ur inquiry was based on the premise that there are similarities 

between the structures; and interactions of organized 'criminal gro~s, and 

those observ~le in other closed political systems. The parallels became 

evident even after relatively superficial ~tion. If our assUIrption 

is justified that these analogies are not mere happenstance, then cert.ain 

conclusions can be drawn, with significant inplications for tactical 

enforcerrent onArations,. and eVien ITO''''' f th d 1 ~_ . . ~e or e eve opment of broad, 

long-range strategies. The latter could involve the planning and 

inplementation ofenforcerrent options to exPloit specific and 

identifiable vulnerabilities that derive fran the behavior patterns 

custanal;'ily,a~sC?Ciated with--and mandated'by--the characteristics 'of suoh 

systems. 

Closed political societies display a nU1lt>er of catTlOn denominators, 

all present to a greater or lesser dlf9ree. These are re~~ZablY part 
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of a political proCess within organized ~riminal groups no less than 
-:;:-:' 

within ITOre conventional political units, such as certain states and 

governmen~). These characteristics relate primarily to: (1 ) authority, 

or degrees of respect for, deference and obedience to the power or 
c' 

jurisdiction of individuals or groups; (2) power transfer, or the ability 
, . ' 

to effect the inherit:ance of authority or to guarantee the line of 

succession in p~edetennined manner; and (3) line-up, or the shifting 

alignrrentsbetween actors during a :fX:Mer transfer. 

As far as these' criteria are concerned, effeCtive perfonnance ,in 

closed political systems cannot rely on naked force ,alone. Power of 

course, 'is the product of largely perceptual' factors, on the 

inte~-national scene no less than within states and other institutions. 

These psychological aspects are ~ced by the absence of t:Lrre-honored, 

established, and accepted It'e'G'1.ods for the transfer' of J:X:Mer, guidelines 

~t are required to confer and uphold legitimacy (i.e., written or 

unwritten const~tutions and an lunbroken tradition of accountability to a 

constituency that upholds its code and values its privileges). 

Many of the characteristics of closed political systems can best be 

understood within the context of the manipulation of perceptual factors 

in an effort to assert a substitute legitimacy, since genuine legitimacy 

is lacking. No society or institution (and they all.· 'are political in 

terms of behavior patterns) can be governed without same degree of 

legitimation. Paradoxically, the lIDre violent and arbitrary the origins 

--and the e.xercise--of fXJWer in a state Or other political entity, the 

nore eager the wielders of that power are to obtain legi timation--even 

if it can be achie~ed only by rewriting the past. 1 
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If all politi($l institutions ~ve characteristics in carreon, we can 
(t 

note 'simil~ities~f particular significance anong those leaderships that 

share a non-Iegit.i.nate origin and resort to arbitrary '~usually violent) 

neasures to remain in power. This perspective reveals the resenblances 

between states to which these criteria apply, e.g., "totalitarian" 

leaderships, and the political organism generqJ.ly subsurred under the 

.title of "organized cr:iroe. lJ Here it should be stressed that sorre 

pl~ofessional analysts of Soviet affairs have found that the behavior of 

the Russian elite follows consistent patterns, while the factional 

s~ggles of the Soviet.leader~hip provides a potential fissure for 

manipulation by adversaries. 2 

At 'this 'juncture,it may be helpful, to note that some of the 

reserrblances between organized cr:iroe and the Kremlin relate to "style," 

while others concern rrodus operandi: Even a superficial glance at these 

two entities reveals interesting similarities: (1) the need to be seen 

as rational, "scientific," and business-like; (2) redunda..l1CY and other 

safeguards designed to liInit the dangers with which delegation of 

enforcerrent ~er and custody of vital resources is fraught; (3) the 

bUilding of internal patron-client linkages or factions based on personal 

ties and goals, as opposed to "business" (policy). objectives; and 

(4) behavibr de~rrnined by the n~ of those in pcMer and those claiming ., 

power to assert legi tiroacy • 

Thus, it is note1"NOrthy that the Soviet leadership prides itself upon 

its unsenti.Irental, coldbloodedly rational, even "scientific" approach to 

decisions. This style reserrbles the outlook and rhetoric of organized 

crime figures who reputedly draw conclusions, occasionally of a very 
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final nature fran considerations that are supposed to be strictly 

business r~ther than persona1--indeed, a leader who confessed to acting 

upon per$onal rather than bustness motivations would be writing himself 

off as a serious figur~. 

In theory, the pcMer structure in closed political systems, such as 
t 

the Soviet chain of camand, is highly centralized and relatively 

straightfo:rward. There are similar tables of organization (usually 

diagrams drawn by outsiders) purporting to show the lines Of authority in 

organized cr:iroe groups. Actually, however, there is a great deal of 

planned duplication, overlap, and redundancy in both cases, particularly 

where "enforcerrent" (a:r:rred force ano. security) and intelligence are 

concerned'~ 'The reason, of course, is that the leader cannot. permit a 
. 

monopoly of or even a predaninant inflUence over these potentially lethal 

fciictions to fall into the hands of a nominal subordinate. Such a 

monopoly would enable the subordinate to endanger both the power base and 

the life of the boss. Consequently, the leader may have to deal with 

this problem by.creating an artificial balance whereby enforcerrent, 

bodyguard, and spying activities are ~ivided anong mutual I}" an:tagonistic 
\> 

personalities, whose aniIrosities can be relied Upon to keep them in check 

and to keeg the boss informed of pny deviation or developing threat to 
, \-.. , . 

his pcMer. Therefore, institutions that pride themselves upon their 

essentialiy monolithic character, themselves create factions tha(~~d to 

underroine eff~ciency in particularly important functions, as well as 
\l 

ensure that there will be a violent succession struggle the m:xrent the 

present leader dies? falls ill, or loses control for other reasons. 

Organized crime resembles 'other closed societies like the U.S.S.R. 

in the ch9racteJ: and purposes of its individual and group interactions. 

-5-
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l 
Linkages between personalities, particularly within factions, are 

strangely feudal, unlike open societies Where alliances are frequently 

nntivated by conm:m goals and by members sharing similar viewpoints on 

issues. In closed systems, bonds are m:>re, likely to be of an intensely 

personal nature, with leaders bestowing fiefdoms (by way ofappofntrnents, 

t ' "1" " )' f t promo ~ons, ~ vmgs , etc. m return or, t service" and "allegiance," 

precisely as in the ~ddle Ages. Issues do play 'a role, of course, but 

as "anmmition" rathe:t;" than as objectives, aSa way of enhancing the 

strength of a faction, gaining new allies, and demonstrating superiorio/ 

over antagonists: 

Legitimation, as noted earlier, is sought ardently, both to maintain 

existing authority -and to srwoth thf? path to power ~f contenders; (it is 

even more necessary wnen le~ders or contenders for power resort to 
o ' 

violenc~ against ~Ch other--requiring ex post facto justification.) 

Such legitimation efforts, both in the U.S.S.R.~ and in organizecl crime, 

can take the fODn of manipulating hierarchical symbols and rituals (for 

example, the lineup all the Red Square reviewing stand or cererronial 

display of the "icons" of Soviet leaders, on the one hand, and capos 

presiding over a soldie:r being "made," on the other), as well as 

e~tablishing ideological norms or codes of behavior -to sanctify 

leadership; in the U.S.S.R~, observing this code may result -in tlie . .. . 

appellation of faithful :inpletrentor of ~sm; within organized crime, 

it will result in a reputation for "doing the right thing for his men," 

or acting "for business--not for personal reasons". Over the long run, 

however, suCh artificial attempts to establish legitimacy are generally 

unsuccessful. () 
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Maintenance of authority, either in organized criminal groups or in 

closed state systems, cannot be sf:~ated, frcm the exercise of phY$,lical 
(f I) 

pdwer or ,from the ability to orchestrate and manipulate alliances of 

individuals and, factions (plus the ability to provide an infrastructure, 

or services, resulting in "trickle-dCMn" econanic benefits). There is 

little evidel1ce" of, protracted' rank-and-file genuflect:j..on before the 

carefully nurtured and inherent entitlement to leadership or authority in, 

either of;, these closed societies. 

The dilennas of legitimation are m::>re readily seen wh~n transfer of 

(and succession to) pcMer is at stake.' Transfers of power are 

problematic s~ce these closed political organisms' lack. time-hallowed, 

equitably implemented rules for pi~g successors. There is aliroit on 

the types ot' transfer of power m=chanisms that can be devised in the 

absence of rules sanctified by centuries of impartial practice. 

'I'heoretically, three categories could be envisaged: inheritance, laying 

on of hands" or selection. Transfer b,u bloodl" (. inh' , ~ mes, ~.,e., er1.tance) 

is subject to the vagaries of genetics and to accident. What if the heir 

is incompetent, a minor, or otherwise so clearly unsuitable that he 

cannot command respect and thus cannot be legitimated? Laying on of 

hands (Le." designating an, heir-apparent who .i,s unrelated to the present 

power wielder) has proven itself distinctly dangerous, since it means 

anointing a rising sun, who will inev.ttably draw power away from the 

incurrbent, but who will not be. protected by 'familial taboos as would a 
(''-\ . 
\ \' , 

blOdd descendant. Finally, "selection'! (Le., choice by some arbitrarily 

intervening collective body) in a closed society invites overt factional 

conflict, ,since such decisions in institutions unhallowed by time and 
, \ 

practice, ~e rarely accepted peacefully by acquiescing to a mere majority 
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vote. Each new generation of leaders has to "relegitimize" itself, sinGe 

such transfer of pcMer mechanisms are fun~tally flawed and power is 

seized, in the end,';by violent and arbitrary means. 

These attributes of organized criminal groups, reflecting their 

resemblance to oth~r closed political entities--duplication of functions, 

the factional nature of the Power elite, and the omnipresence of power 

struggles--should present real oPPOrtunities for law enforcerrent. Too 

little attentio~ has been devoted to the organic political weaknesses and 

Wlne~ab~lities ,fran which such closed systems' tend to suffer. 

Exploiting these aspects may have :i:rrplications not only for in-depth 

planning of efforts against organized crime 9roups but even more for 

determining the, ". type of intellig~ce that is essential for 

decisionmakers .. It is generally true that the posture of law enforcement 
\\ . 

agencies MS been essentia\lly reactive; they. have had to be concerned 
:} 

. : primarily with intelligence of a tactical type which is useful in' 

anticipating surprises that might be sprung by the other side or, 'at 

least, in preparing effective counteJ::Jreasures or collecting, evidence to 

be used in assisting prosecution. On the other hand, a state or other 

political entity that is prepared to exploit wlnerabilities inherent in 

the system of .its adversaries, requires multidimensional, long-term 

analysis of the behavior pattern of the antagonist, or strategic 

infonnation. 3 

The analogies with efforts to cCinbat organized crime diScussed belCM 

are by no means as r~te as might appear at first glance. Law 

enforcerrent agencies, under the pressure of the inmediate tasks, have to 

perfqrm in a manner that is essentially reac.tive and tactical. In other 

words, the initiative lies with the other side: it 'has to break the law 
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in order to set counte~asures in n-otion, including attempts t.o detect, 

arrest, and convict. Basically, such reactive enforcerrent actions flow 

fran infonnation of a 'primarily tactical nature. 

A very different concept canes into focus when one' addresses 

organized crime as a political phenc:m:mon, a totality (or "Gestalt") that 

can be carbatted riot merely reactively, but also preemptively. In order 

to implerrent such a policy, or, at least, to prepare the options for 

doing so, the nature of the phenc:m:mon has to be investigated in tenus of 

its long-tf;=rm trends, structural peculiarities, and politico-military 

aspects. . This requires the patielt acquisition and interpretation of 

strategic intelligence. 

It was to answer the need for such strategic insight into organized 

crime as a closed political system that the present effort was 

undertaken. ,In this exploratory work; the approach (or methodology) is 

outlined, parallels beh>leen the world of o!"ganized crime and other closed 

political systems are considered in tenus of specific material, and the 

implications of the study for future research and practical law 

enforcerrent operations are discussed. 

II. APPROACH 

This study is primarily conceptual. At the present stage it does not 

rest on the systematic assemblage and aIla1ysis of empirical data. It is 

based, rather, on literature that includes transcripts of electronic 

surveillance of organized crime activities. The data also rely on 

knowledge derived from the protracted study of closed POlitical (state) 

systems, and the consideration 0; analogies between the two. The purpose 

is (a) to determine the significance of the analogies, (b) to expand on 
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these analogies, (c) to consider the potential impact of these 

comparisons p and (d) to propose ways in which these perspectives can be 

implemented. 

Given the exploratory nature of this effort, steps were taken to 

broaden the breadth of the inquiry, rather than to deepen it. These 

included: Reviewing organized crime literature for the presence of 

pertine~t materials; discussing the hypotheses with enforcement officers, 

particularly offi9ials oost likely to be aware of relevant data and able 

to assess critically the potential of the approach taken. These steps 

provided the badkdropagainst which the,results of a major long-tenn 

electronic surveillance were considered. F:inalli, the results were 

reviewed in light of what is k1::'.bWn about the operational dynamics of 

closed (state) political systems. 

It is important in considering same of the materials that were 

utilized to understand why and haw they were employed. Their pr:ilnary 

value for this research. differed· from their significance for conventional 

law enforcement purposes, or for analysts concerned with the literal 

accuracy of specific information found in these sources. For example, 

the reliability of the details found in the electronic surveillance 

materia~ studied was not of pr:imary relevance. Rather, as noted below, 

it was si~ificant as evidence that interminable gossip characterizes the 

behavior <llf acto~s in closed systems, and is endemic to their 

envirornnent. The honesty or accuracy of specific statements contained in 

such gossip, or in testimony or memoirs fr~ pro~ected witnesses, is 

irrelevant. As in the case of Soviet defectors, such material is nore 

:i.rrportant in p:inpoint:ing areas for inquiry and alerting analysts to the 

types of transactions for which they should sift their information. 
, 0 
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III. TEE ROLE OF INFOBMATION FI.J::1N IN c.u:>SED POLITICAL SYSTEMS 

;1 Fortunately, as far as the acquisition of pertment data is 

concerned, a major discrepancy exists between reality and the po 1 , pu ar 

stereotypes of organized cr:i.rre members as taciturn, grim figures who 

conform consistently to a code of silence. In fact, it is remarkable to 

what extent these persons, irrespective of the~ rank within the 

organization, are inclmed to gossip, for hours 011 end, about the 

activities presmred or known, of the "bosses, II "capos, " and trere 

"soldiers." This is not as strange as one might suppose. In fact, it 'is 

basic to the character of closed political, systems. 

To start with~ knCMledge of the goings on is a serious component of 

power in such systems. Gossip about these matters, therefore, is a way 

not only of eliciting knowledge but also of intimating to a peer, a 

subordinate, or even a superior just hCM much in the knOll the speaker is, 

and how much respect he deserves as a consequence. As in other closed 

political systems, rna.chisrro plays a significant role, and, in this 

instance, boastmg is one of its' . f . ma.]or roam. estations, (especially 

boasting of the familLrrity that one has with the "mighty ones" and 

their rpost intimate dealmgs). The Penkovskiy Papers contam 

ill' . . . urro.natmg examples of the .unportance of this factor in Soviet military 

intelligence circles. 4 ' 

HCMever, ,there is an additional, human elerrent: the enono:>us arrount 

of time spent by members of organized crimlllal groups ( high or lOll, 

simply waiting around for sarething to happen; waiting means boredom and 

that is allt:viated rrost easily and agreeably br gossip. Hence, the 

interminable telephone conversations and endle'ss lunches replete with 

gossip which leads to astoUIlding indiscretions, .even with';, persons who 
\\ 
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othexwise show keen awareness that their" COI1;&ersations' may be "bugged." 

. I' 
il 

As a result great care may be exercised fi:oward operational matters . , II 

" 
(i. e., tactical ~telligence), but far les{J ID'lard broader issues that 

Ii 

may be unrelated to a specific criIre or plarmed activity (Le., strategic 

intelligence).5 As in all such cases, it is not easy to differentiate 

between genuine info:rrnationcand "baCkground noise," particularly since, 

like m:Jst institutions, organized criIre has developed its awn jargon. 

However I what is encrypted can be deciphered and, in fact, has been many 

tirres without undue difficulty. In the case of the U.S~S.R., of course, 

Aesopian tennino~ogy, developed originally as cam:mflage for the Tsarist 

police,. has becarreinstitutionalized and provides m:Jst rewarding material 

for t'11.e few Western content analysts who have broken this code. 
" . 

What applies to gossip that can be overheard applies no less to the 

"protected witness." He tCX> feels the need to boast, if only to irrpress 

those in his new environm:mt with the degree of inside knowledge and 

power he has had (Le., 'his value to his protectors). Moreover, there is 

a serious morale problem: He is living in an environm:mt of relative 

social starvation, having lost contact with the persons with whan he had 
\, . 

s~t his previous life. After he has given the testinony that leads to 
\ 

conviction I he may be left idle, alone in the company of his fears and 

anxieties for his future safety. It is very important to show that his , 

usefulness is I)Ot· exhausted" and to engage him in protracted'discourse 

about the broader operational nodes of his fomer' environm:mt, perhaps 

even encouraging him to set' down his reminiscences and analyses on paper 

to utilize him as a source of strategic intelligence. Of course, caution 

is required when assessing reports fran mere soldiers, especially those 

i -12-
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in large organized crime families who may have been removed by several 

links in the Chain fran the bosses. 6 

Fortunately, it is often possible to check various pieces of 

infonnation against each other, including transcripts of electronic 

surveillance, oral histories fran infonnants, particularly protected 

witnesses, and, possibly,. inside knowledge fran undercover agents and 

other well-placed sources. In the case of the u. S. S. R., of course, 

IIELINr"--electronic surveillance by national technical ITeans fran space 

---supplements n!RJMINT" --human intelligence fran undercover agents 

defectors., and elite Irembers, turned against the system. Corltent 

analysis, pr~ily of printed and broadcast material, Is a third source. 

It is apparent that, properly used, the flow of available organized 

crime ccmmmication infonnation can contribute to strategi.c evaluation of 

organized crime structure, internal stresses and imperatives, and the 

vulnerabilities they create. The sources of suCh infonnation are 

avai~able frequently fran persons in the Federal Witness Protection 

Program, fran "lrJ.cide-P"tjr1 data" in court-authorized electronic 
.. ~jl 

surveillance (often aimed at a more specific, tactical target) and from 

irifo:r:mants, including undercover agents ~ithin organized crirre. 

In an effort to alleviate the self-inflicted vulnerabilities of this 

particular closed system, organized crime families attempted to prevent 

law enforc~nt infiltration by commanding that the various families 
? • 

\ ./~' 

cease t~\'/if~e" additional soldiers. This attenpt failed, however, 

because same of the families could not withstand the temptation to gain 

unilateral politico-military advantages by taking in additional r~cruits 
\\ 

while their rivals were carplying with a self-denying \i?rdinance. 7 The 

difficulties experie1'lced by organized cr:i.ne in ttying to enforce 

-13-
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limitations on the recruitment of new soldiers are reminiscent of the 

problems encountered by states attempting ,to v~rify carpliance with anns 

control agreerrents--1:;>oth soldiers and weapons can be made in secret. 

IV. HIERARCHICAL AUTHORITY AND CONrROL 

In the context of hierarchical authority and control, as much as in 

the case of infonnationflow, there is a vast dis~repahCY between popular 

stereotYPes of organized crime and practical realities. The simplified 

and "idealized" public notion posits a straightfo:rward carmand, with a 

"bOss of bosses presiding over a carefully selected and all powerful 

II supreme council, II. which gives carmands that cannot be questioned to the 

"bosses" of the individual "families," who, in turn, pass unalterable 

edicts down the. chain of carmand, through an "underboss I" via the "capos" 

to the various ii soldiers. " The soldiers remain in distant awe of the 

"bosses. ,,8 Me 't reover , ~ seems to be assurred that SOIrehow this 

particular closed system has obtained miraculous dispensation fran the 

general laws of politics ana power, enabling each leader to settle the 

question of ,his eventual successo~ so that he can take over smoothly. 

What is more, the popular image assumes that a strict code of behavior 
• , I 

including not only merta, (Le., silence), but a whole series of other 

do's and don 'ts, which govern the lives of all levels of this hierarchy, 

neither can be nor is challenged with impunity. 9 Of course I enforcerrent 

agencies have been skeptical of this image. 

Closer examination reveals very little reality in this perception. 

If there ever was a boss of bosses, that, has certainly not been the case 

for sane four decades. There appears to be a "national Corrmission", but 

its composition, as well its power over the individual Org~ized crime 
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families fluctuates. Its membership has varied frem about one dozen in 

earlier years, to nine and, subsequently, to six;lO at least three tiers 

of power and prestige of "bosses" of the various families can be 

discerned. In recent years, only about three of the members of the 

Commission have enjoyed real authority, Whereas several others were 

apparently clients or' satellites Who took no initiative other than at the 
. 11 

behest of one of the real leaders. Some dozen or more other bosses of 

course, have not cat on the Cannission at all and have depended either on 

the advocacy of one of its members or on being invited for some special 

(usually ominous) occasion to speak on their own behalf. 12 

Theoretically, the Carmission is supposed to act as a kind of United 

Nations Security Council to keep the peace between sovereign families; 

however, as in the case of the U.N., this can work only to the extent 

that the superpowers, the three or four most pqwerful of'the families, 

are not directly involved themselves since, de facto or de jure, they 

enj oy a "veto" and cannot be stopped fran armed conflict if they are 

deterrnihed to do so. In this sense, the Corrinission enjoys nore of a 

judicial than a legislative or executive function in that disputes or 

conflicts within or among families are referred to the Commission for 

arbitration or mediation, while, it seems to lack. independent lawmaking or 

enforcement powers of its own. The Soviet equivalent of organized crime 

families represented on the coomission consis.ts of factional leaders who 

are tren:bers of the Politburo and the Secretariat; their disputes usually 

end in detrotion, ouster from power, or worse. 

Constitutionally, the Carmission is not supposed to interfere in the 

internal affairs of a family, unless su<;h a degree of anarchy has been 
,;' 

reached that it threatens the system as a whole. In reality, like the 
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superpowers, thellDst powerful nerrbers of the Conmission attempt to 

extend their influence by supporting favored personalities withii). less 

eXalted families and by practicing a fOnD of subversion whenever they 

feel it can be done with impunity. In the case of the Bonanno Family, 

the Conmission intervened not only to tmseat the recognized boss but also 

13 to decide haw that family was to be governed after he was deposed. 

This created unbearable dilemmas for his capos who felt thei~ first 

loyalty should be to their COtmtry--their boss, not to the U.N.--

the ccmni.ssion. Moreover, it meant gross interference ,in deciding just 

haw the business. of the family was to be run and which of the· 6apos would 

't 14 rtm ~ • 

In this, as in many other instances, the theoretical chain of 

conmand was s~destepped deliberately by powerful figures on the 

Ccmni.ssion not merely for the security for the system as a whole, but for 

self-aggrandizement by gaining "inroad~" in another family. Moreover, at 

times, individual capos, perhaps even mere soldiers have appealed to the 

Ccmni.ssion over the heads of the;i.r own ''bosses'' to be transferred from 
,I 

one family to another. When granted by the Conmission, such requests 

have be~m honored by the boss whole family is being abandoned, but 

grudgingly, with future reprisals in mind. . 'fir these instances, "order" .. 

has been violated, not only in the vertical chain of comnand, but also in 

horizontal territoriality; for example, a member of a Los Angeles family 

was transferred to the Chicago family while continuing to operate out of 

San Francisco, California.
15 

In the case of the Sc-viethJnion, factional 

"families" have established territorial fiefdoms not only within the 

U.S.S.R.--e.g., Kirov or Zhdanov In Lerrlngrad-.. but atso in the East 

EUropean client states--e.g., Zhdanov in Bulgaria or Malenko'Y, in Hungary. 

)l~ 
/1. 
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The analogy cannot be taken too far, however, since there are no known 

cases of Kremlin-sanctioned "transfer of allegiance" from one faction to 

another. 

In organized crin:e·, the political ruerarchy very frequently bears no 

relationShip to econamc "activities, " which crisscross both the 

horizontal and the vertical order. We have examples of "business" 

operations located in the territo:ry of one family, involving one of its 

rrembers and sorreone fran another family, with one a "boss" and the other 

a mere "solider".· In one of these instances, the soldier rescued the 

boss of a rival family with an instant loan of--preinflationary--$15,OOO 

to payoff a gambling debt., The subordinates of that particular ]l~ader, 

if they knew of the deal, could have been forgiven for wondering what ; . 

this kind of relationShip might imply for the integrity of their 
family. 16 

,; 

Ena~oachIrent upon territory also poses a constant t.hreat to the 

stability of .the organized cr.ime system, as it does to its interna:.:.ional 

counterpart.' "Territo:ry" in this context refers not only to geographical_. 

spheres of influence, but also to areas of illegal economic activity. 

For example, Fratianno, \'men appointed "acting boss" of the declining Los 

Angeles family, attempted to reassert his family's power, expanding its 

turf by taking over independent local pornography' operations. Fratianno 

tried also to extort protection IOC>ney from Si~ey Korshak, a labor lawyer 

who worked out)jOf Los Angeles but allegedly enjoyed-the protection of the 

.. Chicago family. 17 Fratianno I s;;)efforts\\ led to tension between the Los 
(~. 

Angeles and Chicago families,·· and may have roved those families 

eventually to put out a contract on Fratianno. 18 , In an analogous Soviet 

case, after ~10rld War II, the Zhdanov faction, hoping to establish a 
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fiefdom in Eastern Gennany, put an end to the econoo.rl.c activities there 

of Malenkov and Beria, who were dismantling Gennan industry and 

transporting its components to the U.S.S.R.19 

In the organized cr:i.ne, as in the international, system,. territorial 

conflict is not mitigated by the articial creation of neutral or 

international zones. Just as World War II erupted (at least nominally) 

over international Danzig, and World War III nearly resulted from 

conflict over international Trieste, so open territories, whether Las 

Vegas or Atlantic City, have not succeeded in avoiding violence. The 

violence has even spilled out beyond city, county, or even state 

botmdaries, with SOIre executions occUrring in Philadelphia rather than 

Atlantic City. 20 

V. ISSUES OF INSECURI'IY AND SUCCESSION 

Glosed systems are beset with anxieties an,d. suspicions that lead to 
1/ 

violence as acts not merely of aggression,; but of preemptive 

self-defense. J;litler, for· exarrple, staged the bloody "Night of the Long 

Knives" in 1934 against his estwh.ile friend Roehm in part because he 

thought that the disappointed S.A. brownshirt.~, who had hoped to replace 

the elite Gennan Army· as the main military f?rc~, might replace Hitler 

with their Chief of Staff, Roehm. Organized criime business, by its very 
~. . 

nature, reinforces insecurity. A boss may have many millions of ~ollars, 
II 
.1 

but does not necessarily possess legal title over such property-:it~Yj 
'.' If 

be anonym::ms wo~ capital on the streets. If be goes to j ail., his 

tIX:>uey may disappear by the t:i.m= he reen:erges. While he maYisuspect who 
'. ~ 

has it, he may be 1.mable to recover it. 21 11 
. II 

This factor not only ad9s to the problem of successiO~)in general 

but also complicates temporary 'replacement, for example of a boss about 

-18-

to be imprisoned. The boss may return not only impoverished, but without 

means to recover his position. Of course, a strong boss may be able to 

maintain his position in the hierarchy even 'fran prison if his family 

11. .'. 1 der h· . 1 h· 11 b· 22 assocJ.ates percel.ve iUS ea s l.p as essentl.a to t eJ.r we - emg. 

The issue of pennanent succession poses far graver perils. No aging 

or sick:! leader can afford a "rising sun," a younger, healthier heir 
" II 

apPa:J.\\ent, to coexist j othe:rwise power, which follows its own laws of 
11 ,. 

gravity, and flCMs to the oneoost likely to exercise it, inevitably will 

shift from the boss to the successor, endangering the boss if he 

"lingers" too long. Therefore, an underboss who is not necessarily an 

heir apparent if he has any sense of self-preservation, will remain 

obsequiously in the sl¥iC\ow of his leader. 23 The same lessons em:ma.te 
)\ /, 

': / i 

from the Soviet Union, where Stal:in had a whole series of such potential 

crown prfnces, but killed the first two, Kirov and Zhdanov, once they 

becorre too "assertive; Khrushchev drove his "tmderboss," Kirichenko, into 

the political wilderness, but WdS eventually ousted himself by another 

heir apparent, Brezhnev. 

Sinc~ there is a strong disincentive, therefore, against designating 
.~ 

an heir and thereby bestowing at least a limi~ed measure of legitimacy 
) 

upon P.im, r-<"1)lccession is bound 'to result in struggle and, possibly, - ~ . 
I (II 

physical violence. At the very least one may expect a measure of 

disorder, intervention from. the Conmis s ion , from rival families or from 

extralegal juntas created by capos to achieve domination.24 

Thus, each time pcmer passes from one ~eneration to the next, the 

transfer is likely· to precipitate prolonged instability, .with 'consequent 

vulnerability to forces outside the systen (including law enforcen:ent 

agencies); an emerging boss may need to spen(~ many oonths imposing his 
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rule, often by brutality. In the Soviet Uniori, it took Stalin a1.mJst a 

decade to entrench himself fully, Khrushchev four years, and Brezhnev 

over a decade. 

Thus, the system is bound to suffer cont:inuous seismic shocks, 

disturbing both vertical and h0rizontal order. This factor v as well. as 

the cultural tendencies e'vident in the patterns described (which are not 

necessarily Sicilian or Calabrian, but rather "urban .Am:rican ethnic"), 25 

make for mre and IOOre closures of the system, both vis-a-vis new blood 

from below, e.g., the prolonged attempt to veto the "making" of further 

"soldiers," mentioned earlier, and for the younger "capos" already with:in 

the family. Gerontocracy becomes endemic, therefore, both for sound 

political and cultural reasons--such as "respect". for age. For analogous 

reasons, the, same gerontocracy has become the hallmark of the Chinese and 

Soviet leaderships. The weight of this factor' is indicated by Joe 

Bonarmo, who precipitated the begimrlng of the end, when he;~ievated a 
, ~ 

!!ere "fledgling," his 35-year ~ld son Bill, to the pos4~lon of 

consiglieri; thus violating taboos of both age and consanguinity • 

(Civilian blood family members are supposed to be protected from 

violence, since all organized cr:ine figures would be vulnerable to 

threats aga:inst wives and children; consequently bosses are ill-advised 

to elevate one of their offspring to a position of power in the crime 

family because it rerooves that :i.nm.mi.ty .)26 Thi(, leadership of state~ 
that are closed polities has also apparently found it irresistible to 

attempt establishing bloodl:ine dynasties. Korea's Kim II-sung and his 
. /j 

son, Bulgaria's Zhivkov and his daughter, Romania's Ceausescu and h~s 

Wife, brother, and other family ~ers are illustrative. 
, )) 

II 
0; 
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VI. SYSTEM STRESSES AND CODES OF BEHAVIOR 

The inbuilt atherosclerosis discussed above leads to pericdic 

uprising by Young Turks, whether against" IlMustache Petes, II sane 
, ! 

half-century ago, or against a Colombo or Bruno in more recent times. 

Impatience eventually impels these aspirants :into rebellion. This factor 

may be exacerbated by a growing gap between leadership and technology, 

~ giv:ing the young members a convenient battle cry of "inefficiency. II 

Neither in IIbusiness," nor' even in enforoenent, have the bosses paid much 

heed to sophisticated state-of-the-art methods--garrote, the shotgun, and 

dynamite continue to daninate enforcerrent, while simple "skirrming off the 

top" remains typical of "business." There has not even been very much 

willingness to employ technical specialists in their limited capacities, 

perhaps because of ignorance, discomfort in the face of inadequately 

understood techniques, and disinclination to open' up even a corner of the 

system. Of course, it ntlght be argued that Meyer Lansky was a technical 
'< 

" 

expert of sorts, at least in the financial arena,," At any rate, there is 

no :indication of an influx of specialists into the core 

i'politico-military" rower structure of organized crime. 27 Interestingly, 

the same holds true of the U.S.S.R., despite all the prophesies of 

Soviet-AIrerican "convergence" along tecimological lines. Genuine 

technocrats, as opposed to party bureaucrats who may have had' a brief 

technical education decades ago, have rema:i.ned a miniscule element in the 

~oviet Camuimist Party's Central comnittee. 

To what degree can the organization I s inherent :instabilities, 
I 

mentioned in Sect.ion IV, be mitigated by a "code of behavior"? There.:is 
I • 

no doubt that repeated at~ts have been made to create and enforce such 

a code, arid perhaps even to reduce it to writing. It appears that 
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in organized crime, as well as in the U.S.S.R •. , the' nore illegitimate and 

violent a system, the nore it thirsts for a cloak of respectability, 

Le., a measure of legitimation. Solzhenitsyn, in his First Circle, 

describes the tragicauic pituation in which a prisoner who has carmitted 

no offense is about to be sent to GUlAG, where he is likely to perish. 

HCMever, the KGB officer in c~e of the case is persuaded to give back . 
a book of poems to the dcx::med man, on the grounds that its confiscatiot~ . 

. ~1 
--an act that pales in carparison with the fate to which the man himself 

nas been condenmed-is inconsistent with Soviet legality! 

It is this factor, no' doubt, that makes conversations between 

organized crime figures replete with such tenns as "he is not doing the 

right thing," "I am trying to do the right thing," "you are sincere," "he 

is not supposed to be doing that," "he is a good/;ccIJ'l£i1estl ] cop," and 
oth· II 

er expr~s'~~ons that contrast starkly with the .i\fequently brutal nature 

of these individuals and their operations. 28 The beginnings of a code 

are inherent in the oath of each soldier upon being 'made not to hurt the 

(blood) families of other members, not to deal in drugs, to be loyal, 

etc. 29 

HCMever, as time has progressed, alrrost ludicrously fonnalistic laws 

have made their appearance (the main problem, of course, is ~at they can 

be made to stick only if backed by superior force). Bonanno, for 

instance, refused to appear when sumroned by the Carmission, on the 

grounds that the SUTrmOns ~d not been delivered "legally" by at least 

three rrernbers of the Comnission. 30 . This rule probably was a safety 

measure introduced to prevent a prauinent boss fran being set up by a 

rival pre~ending to represent the whole cc:mnission. 
( 
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When the Conmission, having finally deposed Bonarmo ("illegally," 

Le., without the consent of the capos who had not request;:~4 outside 

intervention, as the code stipulated), and placed the family under an 

administration (political receivership), two of the competitors who felt 

left out tried to appeal. In one of their conversations, these 

presumably rath~~ brutal persons, in all seriousness discussed the proper 

parliamentc;l'tf/ procedures for tabling m:>tions, seconding them, etc., in an 
: . 31 

effort to reverse the Verdict. These someWhat pathetic attempts to 

create legalities, and their inevitable failure to mitigate violence, 

. because of the stark reality of the rule of force, illustrate the ongoing 

sense of vulnerability and instability o~1 this and other closed systems. 

'!hus, it is significant that Nazi officials who were in charge of mass 

murder during the Holocaust, took great care to use bureaucratic and 

legalistic tenninology in their paper-work, even though these. documents 

were top secret and were not expected ever to see the light of day. In 

the same spirit, Adolph EiChmann, during his trial, stressed that he, 

unlike SOire of his colleagues, was not corrupt because he followed 

regulations and would not take bribes to let a few victims escape death I 

'!here is yet another tension between, on the one hand, the :inplied 

obligation of a boss to follow the code by doing the right thing toward 

sUbordinates (i.e., :inplicitly courting popularity), since they may try 
. -

to appeal pver m.s head to the Coomission if he trangresses constantly, 
i 

and, on t~ other hand, the macho insistence of the SaJ.re boss to be 

treated with respect by subordinates, punishing brutally all disrespect. . , 

;~., De Cavalcante, . succeeding in the fonner criterion, failed fatally in the 

latter.
32 

The result of this tension is that bosses, needing flattery 

and feedback as much as they need to resort to threats and force, spend 
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hours exchanging excessive and presumably insincere compl:im::nts with nen 

theoretically at their beck and call. These tensions may be latent or . , 
overt, but they never seem to find satisfactory solutions. 

VII. POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

In view of such basic instability, and tlle attendant insecurity, 

fear, and suspicion that are characteristic of closed political systems, 

these systems are likely to be susceptible to manipulation from the 

outside, especially at crisis points (succession struggles; usurpation of 

power: whether by the Conmission or by a jtmta of capos; territorial 

conflicts; etc.). Law enforcement agencies, of course, lTllSt decide 

whether to exploit these vulnerabilities by weighing the benefits of the 

tactic against other imperatives and constraints. These would include 

resource costs, striking a proper balance between the obligation to react 

to current challenges and &lticipated longer-range strategic benefits, 

and the complex. of legal and ethical constraints that limit governrrent 

action in a free society. Nonetheless, even an open system lTllSt consider 

all options, if only to determine whether the possible advantages of a 

proposed course of action are so great that they justify exploring ways 

in which to resolve such di1en:mas. In this section of our report, we 

consider possibilities for law enforcement action while heeding the 

complications of the other issues mentioned above. 

The anticipation of crises within organized c..riminal groups 

(irrespective of Whether they lead immediately to specific crime~), and 

the analysis of the forces arrayed against one another (including just 

who is likely to fear ~ from whom--and Ptec~se1y how he is likely to 

cope with the perceived threat), are the n~cessary ingredients for 

successful exploitation. Such anticipation arid analysis is possible only 
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where systematic strategic intelligence is gathered and used. With the 

relevant data in hand, active (rather than merely reactive) policy 

options become practical. These could include the deliberate leakage of 

infonnation (including misinfonnation), with a view to intensify or 

mitigate an :impending power' struggle or a disequilibritml c9IlX)ng 

competitors. 33 It is up to law enforcement agencies whether they ded.de 

to act as covert "peacemakers" in order to avoid a bloody gang war, or t~ 

exacerbate suspicions in order to keep families so busy with one another 

that criminal ''business'' decreases. In addition, the agencies can decide 

whether they prefer to deal with one strong leader (who is a known entity 

and whose dealings can be m:mitored with less persorme1) or with 

Balkanized cr:im= organizations, rival mini-entities. Given the 

suspicions and weaknesses described, an outside pCMer with a clear policy 

could greatly affect the outcome of a specific conflict, e.g., by the 

ways in which prosecutive policies are exercised and targets selected. 

In order to develop the strategic intelligence necessary to 

manipulate the functioning of organized crime, operative personnel would 

use questionnaires (protocols) developed especially to glean political 

infonnation from transcripts and tapes (electronic surveillance), from 

persons in the Federal Witness Protection Program and from informants. 

Ideally, such protocols would be submitted to analysts, who would write 

frequent "situation reports" based upon the material, and who would be 

able to request operatives to devote special attention to acquiring 

important supp~~ta1 information. 
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VIII. OPEHATIONAL IMPLlOOIONS 
I 

Law enforcernentagencies and their intelligence units engaged in 
I ' 

direct action against organized criminal groups often enC01.mter 
I 

opportunities to gather substantial additional information, beyond the 

narrow confines of specific case materials. That they do go well beyond 

these parameters is evident. Intelligence files are replete with 

information about the reported activities, associations, business 

dealings, and pers0rt..;il relationships of organized crine figures. To sorre 

extent, data that would be relevant to the type of political analysis 

suggested in this report are alr~dy in band. Hcmever, much lIDre 

information than the material available now mlst be gathered and 

organized. 

Intelligence agencies should first inventory their sources. In 

general, such material is likely to consist of (a) existil~ intelligence 

files, (b) investigative case files, (c) informants, including "turned" 

witnesses and participants in the Federal Witness Protection Program, (d) 

the products of exchange relationships -with other law enforcerrent 

agencies, and (e) public record sources, such as regulatory agencies, 

land title qffices, and plIDlic registries of business information. In 

~st instances it will not be cost effective to review all existing files 

or to activate all sources to con~truct a body of infol:mation that would 

render sUQh strategic analyses possible. However, it is quite feasible 

to start by exploiting ongoing intelligence and enforcement operations. 
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This will involve a guided, informed effort to gather organized crime 

political information as part of new and continuing data collection and 

analysis, and to organize this material and supplementary data culled 

from existing files for strateg~c purposes. 

Suchan approach will require a deliberate effort to interr0gate 

,informants and to record materials, as the opporttmity and need aric:;e, so 

as to answer questions of the type suggested below. This list is an 

illustrative rather than comprehensive set of questions. It mlst be 

expanded in actual practice as an. ongoing, mre routine effort is 

irrplemented. 

Law enforcement agencies arid theiF intelligence units must be major 
• 

actors in the formulation of protocols, or guides to the adrninsitration 

of such interrogations. These protocols (questionnaires) should follow 

guidelines I established by the C:}gencies that use t\1em. Information 

obtained :in this manner should form the basis of regular "situation 

reports" prepared' by trained analysts. To enhance tr.e quality of this 

product, analysts should request specific supplemental information from 

the operatives gathering SUcll data. 

Effective and productive administration of such inte~ogations will 

depend on frequent orientation sessions with analysts to familiarize 

operatives both with the overall strategic purposes of the program (as 

outlined in this report) and wi~h the specific utility of particular 

questions that maybe posed. In-depth comprehension is essential if such 

a strategic thrust. is to be effect:i,ve. 

THE PRarocoIS 

Many relevant questions presently asked for different reasons in 

interrogations are omitted here because they ~uld be redundant. 
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Terms used, such as "National Corrmission, II and "family, 1'1 obviously refer 

to La. Cosa Nostra, but can be related easily to analogous structures that 

may exist in other organizations. 

To serve the special purposes of political analysis, questioners of 

informants and reviewers of file information should g?ther and give 

appropriate weight even to gossip and essentia1~ subjective impressions 

that reflect attitudes. As noted in this report, these elements playa 

part in the organizational dynamics of criminal groups and bear upon 

possible future leadership; ~ontrol and behavior; understanding them will 

thus help analysts to qn.ticipate deve.lopDlPnts. 

A. Organizational Structure 

Informants and other intelligence sources should be questioned 

regularly about the organizational structure of criminal groups. Sources 

should be interrogated not only about the organizational levels with 

which they are lIDSt familiar, e.g., their position on the organizational 

ladder, but also about those levels above and below them. Special 

attention should be given to changes or developments in organizational 

structure. Questions should go to such points as: 

whether there are any ongoing dis~ussions concerning 
developnents at different organizfttiona1 levels, such. 
as at' the National Comnission, management of the 
family, and/or sub-units of the family; 

whether the formal titles, e.g., ''bosses,'' 
"underbosses," "consig1ieri," "capos," "soldiers" (or 
their equivalents in new or other groups) are 
indicative of the powers or functions exercised by 
their holders. If not, where is the locus of real 
authority, w1:la:t,is the cause of any discrepancy, and 
in which. direction does power appear to be flowing? 

whether structural or hierarchical changes are under 
consideration. Are authorities of higher or equal 
rank (canpetitors) attempting to inte!l:Ven~ in. an 
or!2:anizatiQn (family) and have they eptablished links ~ I 
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with sub-units within that organization? Is such an 
organization diSintegrating into feuding sub-units? 
(In other words, is there infiltration, subversion, 
or Balkanization?) Are there different tiers of 
authority at the apex (e".g., families with a seat on 

> 'the National Commiss~on who dominate other National 
Commission members, as well as represent families 
denied membership, as opposed to nembers who laCk 
such. status and families altogether unrepresented in 
the Commission)? 

whether there are signs of special interest in the 
acitivities of a family or other intermediate 

> organization on the part of a higher level authority, 
such. as the National Conmission; 

whether there have been any changes in the direction 
or leadership of the entities that are the subjects 
of :b."1.quirJ i For ~U1ple, who is fiOW . directing 
individual projects or managing bus:i,nesses (,tontrol1ed 
by the organization? Has anyone started to move up 
within the organization, e.g., by suddenly becoming 
the intermediary who regularly passes on orders to 
underlings or informs those higher up in the 
organization of its activities? 

whether operations are conducted jointly with other 
organizations, or by groups within the family, and, 
where that is the case, which organizations take the 
lead; 

whether individuals outside the imnediate 
organization seem to be ~are of or have influenced 
decisions to undertake criminal or "legitimate" 
business operations; 

whether horizontal (territorial) and vertical 
(functional) lines of demarcation coincide. Are they 
being observed? If not, what conflicts arise as a 
result? What problems are caused in the chain of 
conmand by ''business'' linkages between persons of 
unequal rank and status from different families? To 
what extend do etlmic strains and rivalries undennine 
organizational structure? 

whether new trembers are being ''made'' (Le., is there 
roan for new blood?) . If it has been agreed not to 
do so, is this decision being obeyed or are some 
taking unilateral advantage of such a self-denying 
ordinance? Are there generational tensions and 
conflicts? 
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B. Personal Relationships, Corrmitments, and Antagonisms 

It is important to learn about personal' and business linkages, 

corrmitments, and rivalries within organized cr:i.ne structures, both at the 

same and at different levels of power and authority. Thus , 

interrogations should address points such as: 

significant life events, e.g., marriages am:mg 
(blood) families involved in the organization or 
those who are their lIDre distant relations by blood 
or marriage, ritual designations such as "best man, 11 

or (literal) godfathers' of the children of family 
ffienDers; 

dissolution of personal ties, marriages, or other 
relationships that would uormallvaffect those wDD 

, work or play together; -

roles played by family rrembers in the sponsorship of 
nerN' nerbers; 

reasons 'that might exist for bitterness aroong family 
m:mbers, e.g., dissolution or deterioration of 
business relationships due to disputes' over the 
apportionn:ent of profits or losses;,' 

conflicts over who is to be hired or fired; 

where conflicts exist or are ~veloping, who appears ,; 
to be siding with whom, and why; whether organized 
crime figures outside the immediate'organization are 
becoming involved in such disputes ,and if so, how? 

joint ownership of properties for ~vestment purposes 
or business operations, or ownership of, adjacent 
homes or recreational/vacation properties; 

any strains likely to cause severing of personal 
bonds or to precipitate a feud, with particular focus 
on resentment based on envy or perceived humiliation 
or injustice? '" 

C. Stabilizing Efforts and Trends 

This-segment focuses particularly upon ppssibilities of shifts in 

the locat:i,on of authority, c;md potential changes in power relationships. 

Therefore, questions should be directed to such issues as: 
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whether attempts are being made to institutionalize a 
transfer of power mechanism? If any such effort is 
being made, to what extent has it helped to 
ameliorate succession struggles in anticipation of 
the decline of a l.eader or following his 
incarceration, illness, or demise? How do alignments 
for s~ch struggles affect the horizontal or vertical 
relationships between the various eleII¥=nts in the 
org~at~onal structure? 

what other codes of behavior are being imposed, 
successfully or otherwise (e.g. " concerning 
discipline within individual families, the right to 
order executions, the ability to sunmm heads of 
families before the Corrmission, the penalty for 
indiscretion, the proper procedure, for making 
decisions at the top, what a leader mayor may not do 
to his subordinates, and the inviQl~ility of blood 
relations or organization leaders)? What is the 
price for transgressing the code? 

what trends pose potential challenges to such 
stabilization' efforts? For' instance, what strong 

! contenders for power are emerging at various levels 
of the hierarchy and how extensive are their 
ambitions? What is the impact of technological 
innovation (in business or execution methods> and how 
does the emergence of experts affect the hierarchical 
structure or control over criminal operations? 

D. Organizational Administration of Business 

In the area of cririrlnal organizational administration of 

business p~rticular attention should be paid to such issues as: 

changes occurring in the direction of 'individual 
projects or businesses controlled by the criminal 
orgBnization. Is someone lIDving up rapidly within 
the organization, passing down instructions from the 
leadership and passing up' information on the 
activities of subordinates (not to mention bypassing 
personalities nominally senior in the hierarchy)? 
What insights, participation in, and control of 
criminal or legitimate bUSiness activities are other 
organizations acqlJiring and what like~ihood does this 
present or over conflict? 
. / 

utilization of technological innovations and experts 
(in business or in executions) ClI).d their impact upon 
(a) the hierarchical structure; rmd (b) work;LIg 
control over crim:J.na.~ operations. ~, 

~ __ ..... ___ ,_~_,_'----':?L.. __ "- ____ . 
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E. Cross-Organizational Relationslhps and Conflicts 

Organized crirntnal operations ~e I:, obviously affected by 

relationships among families illld with other organizations. Many of the 

questions raised above will also relate to analysis in this area, but, in 

addition, protocols or guides should seek to shed light on: 

subversion and infiltr~tion of families or similar 
organizations by rival/families or organizations, or 
by the National Corrmission or other supra-family 
bodies; 

territorial arrangements, rearrangements, and 
rivalries between families, and individual 
transgressions of such arrangements;, 

ethnic rivatr~es and tension~~ 

cross-currents between business and hierarchical/ 
territorial structures. 

F. Impact of Law Enforcement 

The decisions and behavior of law enforcement agencies and their 

operatives inevitably will create tensions, which will either strengthen 

or weaken contending forces within andarnong organized criminal groups. 
, 

The toost obvious example would be incapacitation of a key individual 

through investigation, prosecution, or incarcr=ration. Any and all 

questions that could shed light on this areq shpuld contribute to the 

design of law enforcement programs and the setting of priorities. Such 

questions should seek infonnation on: 

changes in work assigrnrents or responsibilities 
because of feared or anticipated povernment 
enforcement action; 

changes in business plans or priQrities because of 
current or anticipated enfdrcement'operatious; 
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the effect on current organized crime leadership of 
an enforcercent focus upon particular organizational 
activities. Has that leadership been strengthened 
because enforcercent agencies have concentrated en 
matters other than its chosen area of operations, or 
has it been weakened, because those agencies focused 
on these very operations, creating a leadership 
vacuum to be exploited by "Young Turkll contenders for 
power? 

Within the constraints mmtioned, the collection of strategic 

intelligence clearly could be of significant value on various levels. 

Its implications even for tactical operations are evident. Information 

concerning points of conflict between individuals, alliances in place (or 
, 

toctlitiOl1S perceived by one of the parties to be betrayed), and 

insecurities concerning an individual's position or statu's, can all be o~ 

major utility to law enforcerrent agencies contemplating undercover 

operations or seeking the cooperation of "inside" witnesses', especially 

those under law enforcerrent agency pressure. It might be argued that··, 

such purposes are fully served already by existing programs for 

interrogating individuals and by other sour-res, such as 

electronic surveillance. We doubt it. It is one thing to 

attempt gathering information about a specific current criminal. 

activity I or plan. It is an entirely different task to collect 

intelligence about an entire politico-military structure, in 

order to understand o~cia~ relatioqships ~d vulnerabilities 

that may offer leverage to affect the environrrient in which 

organized crime operates. 

On the strategic level, law enforcement is beset by the many 

dile:mnas of resource allocation and conflicting objectives. The 

decisionrnaker must assess where, when, and h~f his efforts wD.I be' most 

effective (i.eot where they will payoff ,in terms of protection of the 
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public and implementation of our laws). When such decisions are made, 

therefore, the potential for success of any effort obviously must be a 

significant consideration. The need to be able to predict success makes 

it. essential to understand the vulnerabilities of organized crirre. -. M 

the drive ta.vard proactive law enforcerrent in this area is to be rrore 

than rrere rhetoric,'targeting and encouraging those vulnerabilities, and 

exploiting the crises that occur within organized criminal groups must be 

major elements in any meaningful enforcement program. Although much of 

this study is based on material about the Mafia, in analyzing this 

material we have atterrpted to discern univ@xs.?l patte:rrE of behavior In 

closed p0litical systbns. Ideally, this approach will aid law 

enforcement ag~cies in attacking new and emerging criminal groups as 

well as traditional, well-established groups. 
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1. The classical political theorists distinguished between 
tyrannies and other autocracies by characterizing tyrannies as states 
governed by usurpers, i.e., non-legitimate rulers •. 

2. See Uri Ra' anan, "Soviet Decision-Making and Inte:mational 
Relations," in ,Problems of Corrmunism 29 no. 6, (1980): 41-47. 

3. Failure to develop strategic intelligence has been cit~. as a 
weakness in government efforts to control organized crime. President's 
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, Task 
Force Report: Organized Crine, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Governrrent 
Printing Office, 1967), pp. 15,114-115. 

4. . See Oleg Penkovskiy I The Penkovskiy Papers (New York: 
Doubleday & Ccropany, Inc., 19651;. 

5. The lengthy conversations betw~ Fratianno and Johnny Roselli, 
a leading orga:rri,zed crine figure during the 1950s and 1960s, recorded in 
~ris (~t"\se book eSBe.'1tially is an edited transL;l.ipt of Fratiarmo~s 
problematic but highly illuminating reminiscences)} provide a good case 
in point. Both confided in each other on intimate "family" details 
concerning criminal activities, "family" infighting, relations with other 
"families," and the vulnerabilities of their respective "families." OVid 
Demaris, The Last Mafioso: Jimny "The Weasel" Fratianno (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1981), pp. 120-36, 146-52, 227-44, 308-27, 388-93. 

6. Donald R. Cressey, "The Functions and Structures of Criminal 
Syndicates," in Task Force Report: organiz~ Crirce, Appendix A, p. 33 

7. Frank Tieri, "boss" pf the New York ~novese family, told Jimny 
"The Weasel" Fratianno y an executioner-turned-infonnant, that "since the 
lWalachin meeting [where scm: 70 organized crline figures were arrested in 
a raid by authorities] we've been careful about "making" new members." 
OVid Demaris, The:: Last Mafioso: J:i.nmy liThe Weasel" Fratianno, (New York: 
Bantam Books, 1981), p. 407; see also Donald R. Cressey, '''The Functions 
and Structures of Criminal Syndicates," Task Force Report: Organized 
C~iIre, Appendix A p .. 54. For info:r:mation on the violation of the order 
not to !'make" 'new "soldiers, II see FBI transcripts of electronic 
surveillance of telephone and office conversations by Sam "The Pluniber" 

~,---De Cavalcante, March 7, 1963, p.4. These recordings were made by the FBI 
between March of 1963 and June of 1965. De Cavalcante later was 
convicted of extortion connected with his construction contracting finn. 
The dates cited are those ·that appear on the FBI merroranda, rather than 
the dates of the actual conversations. 

8. The popular image of a reasonably well-ordered organized crirce 
regine may refllect very superficial con:q::>rehension of such works as the 
novel The Godfather, by Mario PuZ9 (New York: Putnam, 1969), and 
subsequent notion pictures based on the book; the m:dia contribute to 
this image as well: Demaris cites a Tilre ~1agazine article, of May 15, 
1977, that reports a struggle between dons for the position of "capo di 
tutti capi," Demaris, pp., 452-53.' 
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9. Cressey points to siroiliarities between the code of behavior of 
organized crilre and that found among prison inmates. AIrong . the carmon 
ItlaXims are, "Never rat on a coni don't be nosy; don't have a loose lip; • 
• • don't exploit inmates; . • • don't break your word; don't steal from 
cons; don't sell favors; don't be a racketeer; dan'i welsh on bets; ••• 
don't weaken; don't whine • • •• n See Cressey, Task· Force Report: 
Organized Crilre, p. 41. Reviews of pertinent docurrents such as Demaris 
o!:' the De Cavalcante files would suggest, hCMever, that' indiscrete 
gossip, :pervasive suspicion, and treachery are IIDre appropriat.e 
descriptions of the code of behavior found among organized crilre figures. 

10. The ccmn:i.ssion is believed, at present, to include the five 
principal New York families and the one from Chicago--see Demaris, pp. 
348-453. It should be noted that this comnission contains only 
representatives of Italian-Arrerican organized crilre families; thus, 
presumably, it has direct influence only upon Mafia families, although it 
may have same impact on other organized crime families, such as Mexican, 
Black, Greek, and Vietnarrese. 

11. Garil De cavalc:::ante, hllnself a client of Carlo Gambino, told one 
of his soldiers, lDuis Larasso, of the clientelism reflected in the 
corrroission: " . •. Now Tamw BrCMIl [Thc:rnas Lucchese] has got the vote 
from Mooney [Sam Giancana] and Jose Zerilli. Ange [Bruno] will do what 
Don Stefano [Magaddino] tells him ••• And Joe Colanbo is like an echo 
for carlo [Ganibino]. It is a three roan tiling • . .• II See the De 
Cavalcante files, March 4, 1965, pp. 4, 5. De Cavalcante pointed out in 
the same discussion that same bosses had accumulated excess power in the 
conrnission because of the length of their tenure on 'that council: ". • • 
I don't think all the other bosses are satisfied with the way things are 
going, because the Ccmnission is supposed to be changed every five years. 
And the way they're working it, New York has had five steady guys there, 
no matter who the bosses want to belong to the. ccmn:i.ssion. " 

12. Captains and soldiers of a family also can be surmoned to 
appear before the ccmn:i.ssion, or can request to be invited to air 
grievances. See De Cavalcante files, September 25, 1964, p. 16. Failure 
to appear before the commission when surmoned could be grounds for 
expulsion and revocation of recognition of boss ranking, as happened to 
Joe Bonanno. See De Cavalcante files, SepteI"rber 9, 1964, p. 2 and 
September 25, 1964, p. 2. 

13. Jnfonnation on the Bonanno Family case was obtained from 
transcripts on telephone and office conversations of Sam "The PlUItber" De 
Cavalcante recorded by the FBI between March 1963 and June 1965. 

14. The De Cavalcante files show that the Ccmnission engaged in 
subverting the Bonanno Family By backing a Bonanno caporegima narred 
Gasparino once it had officially withdrawn recognition of Joe Bonanno as 
boss. See De Cavalcante files, SepteI"rber 25, 1964, p. 5. Later, the 
Conroission nan'ed a junta of ranJ?ng family of;ficers, vlho eventually were 
to pick a new boss. Se~ De Cavalcante files, December 30, 1964, p. 3. 
The .camri.ssian' s favorite, Gasparino, 'emerged as the new "boss. It' See De 
Cavalcante files, June 8, 1965, p. 13. In the absence of a recognized 
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leader, the Commission may also interfere in the internal affairs of a 
family. De Cavalcante told Joe "Bayonne" Zicarelli: "When [Joe] Profaci 
died, Joe Magliocco took over as Boss. They threw him right out! 
When we had trouble in our outfit, they came right in and says 'You 
people belong to the Carmission until this is straightened out.' They 
done the same thing 'in Pittsburgh • • .". See De Cavalcante files, 
Septerrber 25, 1964, p. 14. In this conteAt, the Catroission's behavior is 
caTq?arable to the actions of major PJWers toward the governrrents of 
client states e.g., the :i.rrposition of foreign dynasties upon Balkan 
states by the "Concert of Powers" about a century ago, or the imposition 
by .MoscCM of puppet rulers upon Czechoslovakia or Afghanistan. 

15. This was the case with J:imny Fratianno. HCMever, in an 
apparently unique instance he was later transferred back from Chicago to 
Los Angeles, when he was offered the position of acting "boss" while the 
pennanent "boss" was seJ..'"Ving a prison sentence. See Demaris, pp. 146-47, 
336-42. 

16. 8am De cavalcante, a "boss," borrowed from Joe "Bayonne" 
Zicarelli, a soldier in the then disintegrating Bonanno family. See De 
Cavalcante files, February 5, 1965, pp. 4, 5. 

17. Demaris, pp. 369-81. 

18. Ibid., p. 490. 

19. See Gc;tvriel D. Ra'anan, The Formation of Soviet International 
Policy, Harrrlen, COnn.: Archon Books, 1983. 

20. Fratianno recalls that he obediently lured a murder victim fran 
Las Vegas to Upland, california in order not to violate a Commission 
ruling that lio "hits" be made in the state of Nevada. See Demaris, pp. 
81:~. The recent string of organized crime executions in Philadelphia, 
rroreover, is said to stem frcm efforts to gain control ove.1:' Atlantic 
City, reportedly declared an open city' when gambling was legalized there. 
See William Robbins, "Philadelphia Crime 'Family' Thrives after Tunroil," 
New York Times, 22 March 1982. 

21. . Fratianno, for one, was incarcerated three times and was 
released from each without the economic base or hierarchical position he 
had enjoyed before entering prison9 See Derraris, pp. 515-16. (Also see 
Michael Libonati and Herbert Edelhertz, "Study of Property OWnership and 
Devolution in the Organized Crime Environment," Organized Crime Research 
Program.' (Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Justice, 1983). 

22. ". • • Sare law enforcement officials • • • say he [Nicoderro 
Scarfo] could run the [Philadelphia crime] organization from a prison 
cell," William Robbins, "Philadelphia Crime 'Family' Thrives after 
TUnroil," New York Times, 22 March 1982. 
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23. Carlo Gambino, apparently the ITOst powerful rrerriber of the 
Comnission during the 1960s, dismissed his "underboss, U Joe (Bandy) 
Biondo in 1965, when Bandy attenpted to outmaneuver him in a garbage 
collection scam the family was negoti~ting. See De Cavalcante files, 
March 21, 1954, pp. 1, 14. 

24. Op. cit., supra note 11. 

25. Cressey points out several ways .i:n which the Sicilian Mafia 
differs from its American counterpart, which" fo+, cultural reasons and 
operational powers, assumed rather different orgrulizational 
characteristics from its Old World progenitor. , See Cressey, Task Force 
Report: Organized Cri.rre, pp. 26-27. 

26. Although Bonanno vexed the Comnission in a variety of ways, 
ipcluding his "making" new "soldiers" without consulting Ccmnission 
rrerrbers and his refusal to attend meetings, it appears that the 
proverbial last straw was naming his son as consiglieri. Sam De 
Cavalcante told one of his "capos," Joe Sferra: "';rhe COmnission don't' 
like the way he [Bdnarmoj is e<:::rCP.Orting himself ••. he maqe his son 
consiglieri .•• and they want to thrCM him out of the conmission." See 
De Cavalcante Files, September 9, 1964, p. 2. Bonanno's appointn:ent of 
his son to this position clearly aroused the ire of SOIte family rrerribers. 
Joe "Bayonne" told Sam De Cavalcante of his reaction to the nove: "I told 
him [Bill.Bonanno] to his face. I said, 'You got three striJ<:es against 
you kid.' He said, 'What are they?' I said, 'One, you can't talk to 
everybexly on their level; nUll'ber two, you're the boss's son; and number 
three, you're too young and inexperienced ,. These are the three strikes 
that are gonna destroy you.' I told him that: the day they made rum 
consiglieri. " See De Cavalcante. Files, January 1, 1965. 

27. Cressey argues that, as illicit operations becorre more COlTIplex, 
serre power will shift to technical experts. See Cressey ,Task Force 
Report: Organized Crirre, pp. 50-54. I 

28. The last referance, in particular, reflects staterrents by 
organized crime figures shCMing a peculiar affinity for "idealistic" 
values seemingly inconsistent with their.OWll practices. Joe Shimon, a 
fonner District of Columbia police inspector, recalls Sam Giancana, 
Chicago aJ;'ea boss during the 1960s, telling h:qn: "There's nothing I hate 
worse than a crooked cop. I wouldn't wish one of those sonovdbitches on 
decent people for all the tea in China. • • • You know, Joe I I've spent a 
lot of rroney to find out you were a straight cop." See Demaris, p. 240. 
In a rather similar vein, Roselli tells Fratianno: "You know Jimny ••. 
I couldn't be a cop or a private dick. They deal with the scum of the 
earth." See Demaris, pp. 231-32. 

29. Fratianno recalls that, at his initiation, his boss told him: 
"There are three laws you must obey without question. You must never 
betray any of the secrets of this Cosa Nostra. You must never violate 
the wife or children of another rreniber. You must never becorre involved 
with narcotics~" Demaris, p. 2. It is noteworthy that in new and 
emerging groups such codes are being fonnulated, and even reduced to 
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writtpn "c(mstitutions." See Constitution of La Nuestra Familia, Report 
to the California Senate from the Senate Subcommittee on civil Disord~r 
(March 1975) • 

30. Sam De Cavalcante, Angelo Bruno, and Joe Zerilli, all family 
bosses who sat on the ccmnission, personally went to Joe Bonanno's family 
to request that he appear before the camri.ssion. They were received by 
Bonanno's son and his underboss. The younger Bonanno replied by 
telephone the next day that his father would appear before the commission 
if the three returned to invite him personally. The sarre three could not 
be asserrbled, providing Bonanno with a convenient er,cape from the 
ccmnission summons. See De Cavalcante Files, September 24, 1964, p. 4. 

31. Conversation between Joe Zicarelli and Sam De Cavalcante in De 
Cavalcante Files, December 23, 1964, p. 10. 

32. De Cavalcante was cOiTlplilrented by his men for being an open 
boss cOIl"pared with his predecessor, and for even trvinq to assemble hi EO 

fw'Ttily for a picnic one bUnday to obtain their feeaba.ck. See De 
Cavalcante Files, October 16, 1964, p. 5, and April 1, 1965, p. 1. On 
another occasion, hc.Mever, De cavalcante COiTIplained to capo, louis 
Iarasso, that he had been derided in the ccmnission for "being a slave in 
rqy own family," i. e., catering to the petty concerns of his soldiers. 
See De Cavalcante Files, December 24, 1964, p. 4. 

33. Federal law enforcerrent agencies may be in the best positi.on to 
nmripulate leakage of infonnation or misinfonnation, since they seem to 
enjoy a reputation of infallibility I or at least onmiscience I anong SOIte 

organized crime figures. De Cavalcante had the following exchange with 
one of his soldiers: "The Federal men I they know everything that's 
happening; • • • Well, did louie tell you that when he was in Washington 
••• they had a chart, like a map of the United States" and they had Ire 
as Profaci's lieutenant in Trenton [that was De Cavalcilllte's position 
before becoming boss]. They had Ir'\Y narre on there!" See De Cavalcante 
Files, March 7, 1963, p. 7. In addition, guileful use of strategic and 
~ctical intelligence by FBI agents was largely responsible for the 
defection of Fratianno, then the highest level info~ to join the 
Witness Protection Program. See Demaris, pp. 469-522. 
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